We define the eta function of Dirac operators on foliated manifolds. We show that the eta functions are regular at the origin thus defining corresponding eta invariants of foliated manifolds. Under the hypothesis of invertibility of the operator in question, we prove the Atiyah-Singer relative index theorem for Dirac operators on foliated manifolds. Then we discuss the homotopy invariance of the index with respect to secondary data.
A foliation of the smooth manifold M is a partition of M into p-dimensional submanifolds, called leaves, so that the tangent spaces to the leaves form an integrable bundle. Locally, a foliation is a fibration. However, a leaf can pass infinitely often through the given coordinate patch so that globally the situation is much more complicated.
Foliations carry interesting differential operators such as the Laplace-Beltrami operator, Dirac and signature operators, etc. In this setting one would expect to have a sort of index theorem, ind(D) = average index over the leaves, analogous to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for fibrations. There are two essential difficulties.
First, leaves of a compact foliation may be noncompact so that the operator under consideration can have an infinite-dimensional kernel or cokernel, and thus the index makes no sense. Second, the space of leaves is not in general a standard Borel measure space so that there is no way of averaging over it.
A. Connes has realized that the space of leaves can be replaced by a "noncommutative space," that is a C* algebra C*(G) of the holonomy groupoid G. In the case of fibrations F -> M -» B this algebra is isomorphic to C(B) ® f% , where 3lf is the algebra of compact operators on L2(F). That suggested An(C*(C7)) as a home for the index. Imposing the condition of the invariant transverse measure v on the foliation gives rise to a trace <5>v on C*(G) and thus a real number indl/(D) = <X>"(ind(.D)) £ R. This is an analytic index.
Connes Index Theorem. ind"(.D) = (ch(D) Todd(M), [C"]).
Here Cv stands for the Ruelle-Sullivan current associated to the invariant transverse measure v.
This article is divided into three parts. In the first part we consider an analogue of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer eta function of the Dirac-type operator on the foliated manifold M. In the second part we derive the generalization of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer relative index theorem for Dirac operators. In the third part we conjecture the index formula for foliated cylinder and discuss the homotopy invariance of ind' with respect to secondary data. Our basic results are the following: The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor H. Moscovici for valuable discussions and encouragement.
Preliminaries
In this section we collect the necessary facts about operators along the leaves of foliation. For a thorough exposition, the reader is referred to [Cl and MS] . Let X = {Xx} be a family of measures on {G*}, each of which is obtained from a leafwise Riemannian metric such that the assignment x -> Gx is measurable. If there exists a holonomy invariant transverse measure v then G becomes the measured groupoid (G, p), where p(E)= [ Xx(Ef)Gx)dp (x) and p= \ dv.
Jm J Moreover, the Hubert space L2(G, p) decomposes as a direct integral (0.1) L2(G,p)= [ L2(Gx,Xx)dp(x).
J®
The left regular representation of the measured groupoid (G, p) is the family {Ly} of isometries L7: L2((?« , Xs^) -» L2(Gr^ , Xr^) induced by the multiplication by y~x from the left, y£G.
Foliation algebras. Let Cf*' (G) denote the space of all tangentially smooth functions of G with compact support (here we assume that G is Hausdorff). CCX''0(Ü,(G)) is the *-algebra with involution, and for each x £ M there is a natural representation nx of CC°°'0(C7) into the algebra of bounded operators on the Hubert space L2(GX , Xx). It is given by ,_.,
The reduced C* algebra of the groupoid G(M, ¡F), C*(G), is the completion of CCX'°(G) with respect to the norm \\tp\\ = supxeM 11^(^)11 • The von Neumann algebra of a foliation, W*(G, !F), can be characterized as a set of all operators m on L?(G, p) which have the direct integral decomposition m = / mxdv and whose disintegration factors mx commute (p almost everywhere) with the left regular representation {Ly}. W*(G,9r) contains C*(G) as a dense subalgebra.
In the presence of a transverse measure v there is a canonical faithful, semifinite normal trace <î>" on W*(G, ¡F). It is obtained essentially by integrating local traces against the transverse measure v . The Riesz Representation Theorem (cf. [MS, ) establishes an isomorphism between invariant transverse Radon measures MT(M) and the top-dimensional tangential cohomology, Hp (M, R). For a given transverse measure v and a tangentially smooth form co it is defined by the pairing (0.4) (oe,u)=[ codu, co£Ü.p(M). Jm Important for our applications will be the corollary that if the integrals of two /^-dimensional tangential forms coincide for every invariant transverse Radon measure, then so do the forms as classes in HPT(M, R).
Tangential operators.
A tangential (/-operator is a family (Px)xeM of left Gx -invariant linear operators (0.5) Px: C'x'(Gx,s*(Ex)) -C°°(GX, s*(E2)).
Left invariance implies the existence of the vector-valued distribution A on G whose restriction K\Gx = k satisfies k(yx, yf) = K(y^xyf) so that In the sequel we will be using mostly Dirac-type operators as defined in [GL] . The letter D will be reserved for arbitrary tangential differential operators while 31 will stand for the Dirac or Dirac-type tangential operators.
For the thorough discussion of the analysis on foliated manifolds the reader is referred to [Cl] , [C2] or [MS] . Proof. I^-1)/2! < r(ReM-i)/2 < r 1/2, 0 < 1 < oo , implies
Now Lemma 1.2 applied to the operator T = D2 = \D\2 gives the existence of the Borel measure p on R such that the last integral is equal to /oo /»oo rxl2dtj Xxl2e~adp(X).
(1.8)
We estimate
Jo Jo /•oo (1.9) =7r'/2/ <?-A^(A) = 7t1/2<5I,(<?-o2)<oc! Jo Proposition 1.4. Let (M, fF) be a closed foliated space and 3: Yf(M, S) -> Yf(M, S) a Dirac-type operator. Then there exists a family of tangentially smooth and locally computable functions {*¥m}m>o so that the kernel Kt(x, y, n) of the operator 3 exp (-t32) has the asymptotic expansion
where p = dimfF. Moreover, the remainder terms implicit in the expansion are uniformly bounded on M.
Proof. This is a modification of a classical proof about heat kernel asymptotics (see, e.g., [R] ). It uses a bounded geometry of leaves and is explained in [PI] .
Corollary 1.5. Tm are locally bounded tangential measures, Tm = 0 if m is even.
Proof. The proof uses Gilkey's invariance theory and explicit form of *Fm . See [PI] for details. O Using the fact that the trace of an operator is the integral of its kernel, from Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 we obtain
where Y is the Gamma function and Re(5) < 0. Definition 1.6. 1 f°°n (3,s) = r/. V / t(s-xV2<t>"(3exp(-t32))dt, Re(s)<0.
1 \(s + l)/z) Jo Thus from Proposition 1.3, Corollary 1.5 and (1.12) we see that n(3, s) is a well-defined and meromorphic function with eventually simple poles at (dim.y-Jfc)/2 (Ac = 0, 1,2,...).
Next we show that the eta function of a Dirac operator on an even-dimensional foliation vanishes. Lemma 1.7. If dim9r = p is even then the Dirac operator 3: L2(G, X) -► L2(t7, X) has a symmetric spectrum with respect to the origin. Proof. Indeed, for p even one defines a "volume form" co £ rT(Cliff(r*^")) locally representable as co = iPl2exe2-(1.13) where i = >/-1 and {ex, e2, ... , em} is a local orthonormal basis of T*fF. co has the following properties:
(1.14) or 1, Vo> = 0, coe =-eco where V is the connection on Cliff(r*^~) induced by the tangential Levi-Civita connection on TfF, and e £ T*fF is a unit vector (see [LM] ). From (1.14) it follows that there exists an orthogonal decomposition of S = S+ © S~ into the ±1 eigenbundles of co. In fact 5'± = (1 ± co)S. 3 switches the (sections of ) eigenbundles S* and gives rise to a pair of operators 3± :
It can be checked that the decompositions above yield to
and an analogous decomposition for D. Clearly the same holds for each holonomy covering Gx and each 3X , the lifting of 3¡ to Gx , x £ I. In short, we can write L2(GX, s*(S)) = L2(GX, s*(S+)) © L2(GX , s*(S~)) and Corollary 1.8. // dimfF is even then r\(3, s) = 0 for every seC, Re(j) < 0. Proof. Lemma 1.7 implies that 3 e\p(-t32) has a symmetric spectrum as well, so by Lemma 1.2, <bv(3 exp(-t32)) = 0. Hence the result. When dim^" is odd then the regularity of the eta function at the origin follows from the deep result of Bismut and Fried [BF] . They show that the ordinary local trace of a Dirac operator satisfies tr(^exp(-l^2)) = 0(txl2), 11 0. Since v-trace can be locally approximated by the regular trace (cf. [Cl] their result applies to our setting to give
Together with (1.12) this implies the regularity of the n function at the origin. We collect previously obtained results in We only remark that the condition Re(5) > 0 under (a) is possible because of the analyticity of the tail $™ 6S-XV2®V(3exp(-t32)) dt. The proof of Proposition 1.11 will be omitted. By using Lemma 1.14 it can be obtained as a modification of a known proof (cf. [APS] and [PI] ). Before we proceed to the proof of the index theorem we will explain how the Dirac and boundary Dirac operators are related. Define volume elements co2n = i"ex---e2n and W2«-i = i"ex---e2n-i and the isomorphism t+ : S(M) -* S+\m , *+($) = 4> + C02n$ ■ We claim that the following diagram is commutative: 
A+:Y?(S+\M)^r?(S+\M).
Then A+ is naturally isomorphic to the operator (1.
30) T?(S(M)) * Y?(T*M®S(M)) c{o}2"^)cit) Y™(S(M)).
Proof. We have proved it already on the level of symbols. The Levi-Civita connection on A = M x [0, 1) is just the flat extension of the Levi-Civita connection from M. Since &>2«-i, ^2n are globally parallel it follows also that the second square
T?(S(M)) -Z+ Y™(T*M®S(M))
is also commutative. This completes the proof of the lemma.
A GENERALIZATION OF THE RELATIVE INDEX THEOREM
Recall the setting for the relative index theorem. Given the two unitary representations of the fundamental group of M, say p,: nx(M) -> U(n) (i = 0,1), one forms flat bundles V¡ = Mp¡ x C" (M is the universal covering of M). These bundles have discrete structure groups and inherited flat connections V, (i = 0, 1). Then 3: Tf(M, S®E) -+T?(M,S®E) can be extended to operators 3¡: Tf(M, S®E®Vt) -» Yf(M, S®E®V¡) (i = 0, 1) so that each 3i is locally isomorphic to 3 ® / ; in particular, 3¡ 's have the same principal symbol. If, besides the representations p¡, additional secondary data is given, namely an isomorphism tp of bundles V0 and Vx , then we can regard operators 3i as defined on the same bundle (replacing 3X by tp~x3xtp) and define the family 3U = (l-u)30 + u3x (0 < u < 1) of operators on Yf(M, S®E®V), V = Vo. Proof. AccordingtoPropositionl.il, dn(3u, s)/du\s=o is given by the integral of some tangential measure ap against the transverse measure v . A change of orientation of the tangential bundle of fF yields a sign change of ap . So ap must be a tangentially smooth form. Restrict ap to a leaf /. It is proved in the appendix that the restriction ap\¡ of ap to the leaf / is equal to the right-hand side of (2.2). Hence the integral of ap with respect to any Radon invariant transverse measure v coincides with the integral of the right-hand side of (2.2 (1) Ix is a £l*(M) module homomorphism, i.e., Ix(n*(ß) f)a) = ßn Ix(a), a £ Q*XC(E), ß £ Q*X(M).
(2) JEadp = fMIx(a)du, a£Q*xc (E) . Here dp is the holonomy invariant measure on the foliation of E induced by the measure v.
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is a straightforward generalization of the "integration along the fibre." Proof. This is a fairly involved topological calculation. A proof may be found in [Sh] .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We claim that (2.7) indx(3E,px, po) = r\(3i,E, 0) -n(30,E, 0) (2.8) = / TchT(v£ ,V\ , p) chx (o(n+(3E))) ToddT(M) dp. 
3U: Yf(S ® E ® V) -> Yf(S ® E ® V).
If no confusion can arise, the parameter u will be omitted and, if not otherwise stated, all quantities under consideration will be assumed as restricted to some fixed leaf /.
Each leaf / of !F is a complete manifold and the Bochner-Weitzenbock identity (cf. [GL] ). k is the scalar curvature of / and Rf®fk is the curvature transformation of V ® E associated to the tensor product connection v£ ® Ve , 0 < u < 1. Put H^oll = supiG^bP, <P). <P e rT(A/, F®£), ||p|| = 1}. Note that there exists a constant cp > 0 depending only on /? = dim / such that (2.22) IM<0£|I < ^ll^K®£ll where RV®E is the curvature of V ® E. The constant cp can be estimated explicitly. It is known that k > 43?QV®E implies Ker^ = {0} and that k > 4£20v®E+e for some e > 0 implies the invertibility of 3 : W2X -» L2 (see [GL] ).
Since the curvature tensor of V®E is a derivation and the curvature 2-form QM of Rv is given by Q" = (m -u2)y/ A y/, where y/ = V1 -Vo £ Y(/\V® End F), we have (2.23) \\RV®E\\ < \\RV\\ + \\RE\\ < max (u -u2)\\y/2\\ + \\RE\\ 0<u<l (2.24) < ±||^2|| + ||A£||. The condition for the invertibility of the family
We distinguish two important cases: £ = e1, a one-dimensional trivial bundle, and E = S, the spinor bundle over y.
Case 1. E = ex, then ^b = 0 and the condition for the invertibility of the family 3U: Wx -* L2 is (2.26) ic > 2cv||V' -V°|| + e (i/-a.e.).
Again by Lemma 1.12 we have that (2.26) is also the condition for the invertibility of the family associated to the boundary Dirac operator. (2.31) = 4 SUP E^2(Re¡,ejep» eq)(Re.,ejer, es)(epeqo, ereso).
H=1 p<q r<s
It is easy to see that only p = r and q = s terms survive, so we get
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use acter (cf. [MS, H] ). This will be taken up in [P3] .
3. Index theorem on a foliated cylinder Assume that (M,fF) is a compact foliated spin manifold, dim y odd, and v a holonomy invariant transverse measure on y.
On In order to have a well-defined boundary problem assume that 3 restricted to the leaves of M is invertible (see [BC] for the corresponding discussion on fibrations). Topologically, invertibility means that 3 is trivial in KKX(C(M), C*r(M,F~)). Consider the family 3U of Dirac operators associated to a metric gy(U) and a corresponding eta invariant n(3f). Then, Example 2. Suppose M is foliated by (v a.e.) compact leaves, dimy = 4k -1 . Pick any two metrics g¡ (i = 1, 2) and a path y joining them. Construct a family of boundary signature operators 3^ associated to the given metrics.
Although this family is not invertible it has the property that on every leaf /, dimKerS^'6" = const, (equal to the appropriate Betti number), and thus n(3uiesi) is a well-defined R-valued differentiable function (cf. [APS] ). Let us now discuss the homotopy invariance of the variation na] (0) -nai(0) in the presence of the conjecture.
Denote by R the space of all unitary «-dimensional representations of the fundamental group nx(M) = n of the compact foliated space M. Let ax, ct2 be elements of R and y a curve in R joining ax and «2 • Let En -» Bn be a principal it bundle with contractible total space En . Then Bn is called the classifying space of the group n. Let J': M -> Bn be a map classifying the universal cover M of M.
Construct a rank n vector bundle F -» Bn x R over Bn x R as follows: consider the action of n on En x R x C" given by We consider Bn and A as spaces foliated by one leaf so that ch(F) and ch(£') can be interpreted as tangential cohomology classes. Proof. Let S+ -* M x y be a spin bundle over M x y associated to the irreducible representation of Spin(dimy+1), and let 3E be the associated Dirac operator, defined using the metric g ®dt2 and acting on the space of tangentially smooth section of S+ ® E\Mxy ■ If g has a positive scalar curvature on M so does g ® dt2 on M x y . By a standard argument using the Weitzenböck formula and the fact that E\Mxy is flat, we conclude that indA^g vanishes. According to the conjecture, Similar computations are done in several places so we will be brief. According to analysis as in [Gl] , it can be shown that co = co\¡ has the general form (4.4) co= E %)nt#nnf)
4i+2;=p-l where P¡(g) is the characteristic 4/-form of Tl. We evaluate Pfg) using compact spin / 's. The following lemma is well known.
